
Whether your customer's employees

are returning to the office, working from

home, on the frontlines with their mobile

device, or connecting with customers,

Google Workspace is the best way to

create, communicate, and collaborate,

securely. 

Simple, cloud-based products are chosen and

loved by billions of people because they’re easy

to learn and use together

Helpful technology, powered by Google AI,

makes smart suggestions and gets out of the

way so they can get stuff done 

Flexible workspace that “just works”, no matter

what device/browser you’re using and scales

with their organization

Google Workspace includes all of the productivity

apps you know and love—Gmail, Calendar, Drive,

Docs, Sheets, Slides, Meet, and many more.

All together in a single place



Internal teams that need to power remote

collaboration

Frontline workforces with teams in the field

that rely on mobile

Customers that are needing to completely

redesign their own customer experiences

Why? Google Workspace helps businesses

succeed in a highly distributed and increasingly

digitized world.

6+ billion business have chosen
Google  Workspace

Your dedicated team at Ingram is here to help you drive success
with your Google Workspace business. 

Please reach out with any questions or support needs: 

An estimated 48% of

workers will continue to work

remotely post-COVID.

Work is no longer a place Time is more precious

1 in 4 working parents is

also a primary caregiver

right now.

Human connection is crucial

1 in 3 workers feels

disconnected from company

culture and colleagues.
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"The safety of our teams is paramount

during these disruptive times, and our

workforce is already widely distributed

across multiple locations internationally.

Google Workspace has brought our

teams together as we continue to

collaborate while we’re apart.”

Jacques Erasmus

Chief Information Officer

Activision Blizzard

What customers are saying: 


